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INQUIRIES & REFERRALS     

JOHNSON - You Made An Excellent Choice! 

                                                     

Dear Bradley Washington, 

 

We are pleased to respond to your inquiry! As you know, the financial implications are staggering – and far 

reaching. Each and every decision you make has repercussions that resonate into every aspect of your company’s 

financial well-being, not to mention your future. 

 

As an IT professional we don’t need to tell you about the lightning pace of changing technology, or your pressing 

need to stay on top of that learning curve. 

 

What we do need to tell you is where you can go for the most relevant, unbiased, up-to-the-second, cutting edge 

information about what works and what doesn’t. Information and research assembled by trusted, unbiased 

professionals known the world over for their technological expertise and business savvy. You’ll learn more at a 

Gartner event than you could get from months of dedicated research and study. 

 

We're known as the best of the best. Let us prove we deserve that reputation. Log on now to 

www.conferences.us.gartner.com. Better yet, complete and mail the enclosed reply card -  you might win free  

Gartner Tickets to the conference of your choice. 

 

 Find out just how powerful the right information, at the right time can be. 

 

 

NON-IT PERSONNEL   

JOHNSON – To Ensure Your Future Success 

Your 20XX IT Planning Calendar is Here! 

                                                     

Dear Bradley Washington, 

 

To remain competitive in today's aggressive marketplace two major factors must be addressed. The first is that of 

customer satisfaction and the second is keeping pace with the latest technology.  

 

Easier said than done when the changes are happening with lightning speed on a daily basis, yet there is no denying 

the impact technology has on your bottom line. How do you stay ahead of the curve? 

 

You need the most current and accurate data about which products, technologies and innovations are taking care 

of business in real world applications. You need data that has been field-tested and thoroughly researched, and you 

need to be able to plan when and how you can get your hands on that information. To help you maximize the 

power of IT for your business success we have included our free Gartner Event poster.  

 

Gartner conferences are world famous for their ability to present the most relevant, unbiased, cutting edge 

information about successful technology and business practices.  Information and research assembled by trusted, 

unbiased professionals known the world over for their expertise and business savvy. 

 

We're known as the best of the best. Let us prove we deserve that reputation. Log on now to 

www.conferences.us.gartner.com and we will provide you with your choice of a valuable and actionable Gartner 

Research Report on; Detailing e-business, The Internet or Collaborative Commerce Strategies, free of charge. 
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